
Other sparsity tricks 

Getting out p-values and things



• Generalizations of lasso – Chapter 4.1-4.3, 4.5-4.6
◦Elastic net
◦Relaxed lasso
◦Grouped lasso
◦Fused lasso
◦Non-convex penalties

• Exercise (bring your computer)
◦Analysis of breast cancer data using logistic regression with l1 and l2

• Inference for lasso – Chapter 6.0, 6.2 and Dezeure et al. (2015)
◦Bootstrap method
◦Multi sample-splitting



Some random data
Y X1 X2 X3 X4 

0.41 1.22 0.99 -0.69 -0.69
-0.21 0.74 -0.29 -1.71 -1.71
2.04 -0.34 1.52 1.24 1.24
-0.95 -0.07 0.63 -1.85 -1.85
-0.43 0.40 0.11 -0.04 -0.04
-0.42 -0.28 -0.13 0.27 0.27
-1.87 -2.10 0.66 0.26 0.26
1.88 1.84 0.57 0.03 0.03
2.10 1.12 0.99 0.19 0.19
-1.70 -1.82 -1.17 0.07 0.07

Ooops!?

Sometimes you want sparsity and you have very correlated features

Section 2.6:

Oops, infinite family of solutions with 
different Betas surviving lasso…  

Also, good reason for cyclical coordinate 
descent to go order the update randomly 
each time you run it. WHY?



Correlated: 
- Head dir 
- Move dir 
- Gaze dir 
- Visual input 
- Location on 

track 
- ….

This happens!



Elastic net



Note: Hastie is the common author on both the “lasso” and 
“elastic net” papers — we should all look forward to his next 
work “wooden box trap” ;)

Elastic net



α = 0.3α = 0 α = 1

For alpha < 1 and lambda > 0, 
elastic net is strictly convex — 
Zou & Hastie, 2003 

So problem mentioned before 
with infinite solutions is gone! 
Now we have just one but is it 
the one we want???? 

Alternatives?

Elastic net



… and

The group lasso!

group lasso lasso ridge

Note: as written, does 
this treat each group 
fairly?  

Oh no! Fairness!



Why group lasso?

Here are two common situations: 
- Covariates have a “natural group structure”: e.g. when we use levels 
- Response variable has multiple components and we expect (or 

assume) that the underlying regression vectors to be related

“percipitation” should be precipitation  
“temparature” should be temperature



The sparse group lasso!

group lasso 
(alpha = 0) lasso 

(alpha = 0)

sparse group lasso 
(alpha = 0.5)

Why would we want this?



The overlap group lasso!



The fused lasso!

What is an example of “neighborhood clumping” that makes sense??



The fused lasso — breaks coordinate descent… oops



The fused lasso — breaks coordinate descent… oops

not separable function of the 
coordinates…. oops



(in chapter 4 they say about 40)

L1 is closest 
convex guy to L0



Stepwise selection 
(from TMA4268)



They are still at it 
(you don’t have to read this but it reviews same concepts as in book)



Next part



Remember this?



… and bootstrap it!



(from their other book: "An Introduction to Statistical Learning”)

Bootstrap it!







Parameteric vs non-parametric bootstrapping

WHY?



By splitting the data, you avoid doing 
selection and inference after selection on 
same data 


But here the p-values are constructed for a 
classical least squares model (so not really 
the same model, is it?) What could we do?



(p-value lottery)







Exercise



Question 7e 

Repeat questions for Lasso and compare the two



For python people loading text files from webpage 

import numpy as np 

file = open('Xdata', 'r') 
lines = file.readlines() 
Xnames = (lines[0]).split(' ') 
X = np.zeros((len(lines)-1, len(Xnames))) 
for i in range(1, len(lines)): 
    guys = np.ravel( np.array( (lines[i]).split(' ') ) ) 
    guys = guys[1:] 
    guys = guys.astype(np.float) 
    X[i-1,:] = guys 

file = open('Ydata', 'r') 
lines = file.readlines() 
Y = np.zeros(len(lines)-1) 
for i in range(1, len(lines)): 
    guys = np.ravel( np.array( (lines[i]).split(' ') ) ) 
    guys = guys[1:] 
    guys = guys.astype(np.float) 
    Y[i-1] = guys 





Tanks! 

Enjoy the rest of the course!


